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CHALLENGE:
• Provide access to essential systems 

and applications
• Replace computer lab model with 

flexible, efficient desktop virtualization
• Support student devices, mobile

SOLUTION HIGHLIGHTS:
• 8:1 data reduction
• Latency time for engineering  

apps slashed
• Recomposes completed in an hour

BUSINESS VALUE ACHIEVED:
• Student access to 35+ essential 

engineering applications and  
3D programs

• Global student access to  
computing resources

• Maintenance no longer a disruption  
to student computing resources

PURE STORAGE INTEGRAL TO UT-DALLAS’ GLOBAL VDI INITIATIVE 

At a university sometimes the lessons come in unexpected ways. Such was the case for 
John McConnell, IT manager for the School of Engineering at the University of Texas at 
Dallas. Since joining the university in 2000, McConnell has witnessed a number of major 
changes in the department’s computing and storage infrastructure over a period of years. 

By the end of the decade, the centerpiece of the university’s storage system was a  
Sun/Oracle system that, at the time, performed adequately. But McConnell was ready to 
take the next step, which was to add support for virtualization and a transition to 10 gigabit 
Ethernet networks. He expected storage to work the way it always had during his 20 years 
in IT – just add more when you need it.

To his surprise, McConnell found “we weren’t getting the performance we wanted. 
Between the network and the storage, we were getting a lot of latency.” So McConnell 
added flash storage in the form of host based flash cache cards, which were very fast but 
also very expensive. In addition, they lacked adequate capacity and didn’t scale – add a 
new server, and you have to add another flash card.

After about a year’s experience with the flash cards, McConnell attended VMworld, where 
he had detailed discussions with Pure Storage and learned a vital new lesson: “all the old 
metrics are out the window” when it comes to storage. Of particular concern was the sales 
and support model of his existing vendor. “Sun/Oracle lived on replacing storage every  
5-6 years. Coupled with high ongoing maintenance costs, we realized it’s cheaper to buy 
new equipment than support existing systems. That’s crazy,” McConnell concluded.

PURE STORAGE JUMPSTARTS THE MOVE TO VDI 

McConnell’s investigation of flash storage occurred about the same time he was 
undertaking a strategic review of the school’s computing infrastructure. He presented the 
school’s new dean with a strategy that embraced virtualization. McConnell and his team 
are now in the third stage of a four-stage rollout of VDI, which he describes as “more 
streamlined, efficient, flexible and user-friendly” than the old model of “throwing 50 
PCs in a room and calling it a computer lab.” Students now have access to 35 essential 
engineering applications, including important 3D programs such as AutoCAD, Cadence 
and Synopsys. 
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Pure FlashArrays have been essential to a smooth 
implementation of VDI. Installation was “absolutely painless,” 
McConnell says, requiring less than an hour versus a day-long 
process with his previous storage systems. While hard-disk 
storage is still used for some tier-3 archiving, all of the school’s 
VDI now runs on Pure. “We literally have zero performance 
issues,” McConnell notes.

WITH PURE, MAINTENANCE BURDENS DISAPPEAR 

McConnell is particularly enthusiastic about Pure’s deduplication 
and compression features. His previous experience with deduping 
on spinning disks provided valuable insights into how to take 
advantage of this enabling technology. One of his biggest 
operational challenges is “recomposing”, a step in a VMware View 
environment in which all the desktop machines are synched to the 
parent virtual machine containing the master software image.

McConnell maintains 13 master images of varying sizes, some of 
which have reached 200GB. With the 8:1 data reduction achieved 
through Pure’s deduplication and compression, he doesn’t pay a 
penalty for storing all of the images. The host based flash cache 
cards, in sharp contrast, had no deduplication capability.

Because the host based flash cache cards were too small to 
accommodate recomposes, the task used to require moving the 
software off to a separate hard disk. This was not only time-
consuming, but meant computing resources were unavailable 
to students and staff during these regularly scheduled 
maintenances. With Pure, the process takes less than an hour  
and can be accomplished without a disruption in services while 
the system is live. Students are connected to the new software 
image the next time they log in, experiencing no delay.

Similarly, maintenance of computer labs used to be reserved  
for the period between semesters, because the IT staff wanted  
to take several days to ensure that everything was correct.  
Now, the job requires about an hour. Pure’s high performance 
and simplicity make other administrative tasks a breeze, as well. 
“A student or an administrative assistant can add a user in just a 
few minutes. It doesn’t require an expensive technical resource.”

For what McConnell says is an insignificant difference in price 
compared to hybrid solutions that tout a combination of spinning 
disk and flash to partition workloads, UT Dallas deploys an 
all-flash storage environment for production applications. This 
has proven to solve all previous performance issues, including 
unacceptable latency affecting engineering apps, while providing 
a path for future expansion. “I might worry about the network, 
about memory or about processing. But I never worry about 
storage anymore.”

UT DALLAS TAKING VDI GLOBAL WITH PURE 

McConnell is already looking to the next phase of his VDI 
deployment, which will offer the school’s full computing 
resources to any student anywhere in the world. By embracing 
Pure’s architecture and its Forever Flash program, he knows  
he will be able to provision an infrastructure that is flexible,  
cost-efficient and expandable.

He praises the reliability of Pure FlashArrays, especially the 
ability to add capacity or perform firmware updates while the 
system is live. And performance is never a concern. “I don’t even 
bother to measure IOPS; there’s no need, given the system’s 
blinding speed. When I go home at night, one thing I don’t have 
to worry about any longer is a bottleneck on my storage.”

As he looks to the future of computing at UT Dallas, McConnell 
knows he has a solid partner in Pure Storage. “Pure is at the 
top of their game. The way they have architected dedupe and 
encryption with an incredibly simple user interface and systems 
management means we don’t have to think about it. Pure has 
been a game-changer for us.”

“ I might worry about the network, about memory, 
about processing. But I never worry about storage.”

John McConnell, IT manager, School of Engineering
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